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ABSTRACT
SuperSpec is a new spectrometer-on-a-chip technology for submm/mm-wave spectroscopy. SuperSpec stands
out from other direct-detection submm spectrometer technologies in that the detectors are coupled to a series
of resonant filters along a single microwave feedline instead of using dispersive optics. SuperSpec makes use of
kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) to detect radiation in this filter bank. The small profile of this design makes
SuperSpec a natural choice to produce a multi-object spectrometer for tomographic mapping or galaxy redshift
surveys. We have recently fabricated a device that is a 50 channel subset of a full 280 channel filter bank, which
would cover the 190 - 310 GHz range at R = 275. Analysis of the data from this device informs us of the
potential design modifications to enable a high-yield background-limited SuperSpec spectrometer. The results
indicate that this subset filter bank can scale up to a full filter bank with only a few collisions in readout space
and less than 20% variation in responsivity for the detectors. Additionally, the characterization of this and other
prototype devices suggests that the noise performance is limited by generation-recombination noise. Finally,
we find that the detectors are sufficiently sensitive for ground-based spectroscopy at R = 100, appropriate for
tomographic mapping experiments. Further modifications are required to reach the background limit for R =
400, ideal for spectroscopy of individual galaxies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The submm waveband contains a substantial fraction of the cosmic infrared background (CIB), which is the
integrated light from luminous infrared galaxies at high redshift. It originates from the copious amount of energy
produced by star formation and black hole accretion in the early Universe emitted as optical and ultraviolet
(UV) light that was largely absorbed and re-emitted by interstellar dust in the far-infrared. The Herschel Space
Observatory has revealed thousands of bright galaxies per deg2 in the far-infrared.1 To understand the star
formation history of the Universe accurate redshifts are needed for these galaxies. The most unambiguous way
to determine redshifts for these obscured, dusty galaxies is by measuring the rotational lines of CO and the
far-infrared atomic fine structure lines. These lines also provide physical information about the galaxies, e.g. gas
heating dynamics2 and UV field hardness, which yields information about the nature of the embedded energy
sources. ALMA has proved to be invaluable for measuring these attributes but lacks the spectral bandwidth to
survey a large number of sources, and for all but the deepest integrations can only observe one galaxy at a time.
This motivates the production of a survey instrument with a large instantaneous bandwidth and multi-object
capability.
A wide-band integral field spectrometer also enables the study of the epoch of reionization via tomographic
mapping of spectral lines. Between z = 6 and 20, the first stars began to form and enrich the Universe with
heavy elements. This enabled further star formation, and along with black hole accretion, led to substantial UV
flux that reionized the neutral Universe. Much of this UV flux is believed to originate from sub-dwarf galaxies
with relatively low luminosities.3 This makes observations of individual galaxies extremely difficult; however, it
is possible to observe the cumulative flux for a spectral line at a given redshift, such as the 157.7 µm line of singly
ionized carbon ([CII]). The power spectrum of a redshift/angular data cube measures the statistical properties
of this population, such as the clustering of these galaxies, as well as the mean line intensity.4
The SuperSpec design is a filter bank much like those used in radio astronomy. The submm signal propagates
down a feedline that is coupled to resonant filters that consist of λ/2 transmission lines, where λ is the central
wavelength of radiation admitted by the filter. Each of the resonating filters is then coupled to a KID, which
is in turn coupled to a microwave readout line.5 The natural multiplexibilty of KIDs facilitates reading out
spectrometers that each require 100s of detectors. The current device is a smaller subset (50 channels) of what
would make up a full filter bank (∼280 channels) to target the 190-310 GHz atmospheric window at R = 275.
The filter bank architecture and detector design are based on the 3rd generation SuperSpec devices whose design
is detailed in a previous paper.6
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Figure 1. Optical profiles of the most recent SuperSpec device, a 50 channel filter bank with 100% yield. The black line
shows a broadband channel at the end of the filter bank divided by a broadband channel at the front, approximating an
S21 measurement. The colored profiles show the response of each resonator filter normalized by the broadband channel
at the front of the filter bank, which removes the system’s transfer function.
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This paper discusses measurements of this 50 channel filter bank. The spectral profiles along with the total
power absorbed is shown in Figure 1. The spectral filter channels span only a subset (∼ 240-265 GHz) of the full
(190-310 GHz) atmospheric window. These and other data are used to predict the performance of a full filter
bank. For a full filter bank a high effective yield and sufficiently sensitive detectors are desired. The variation in
critical temperature, Tc , across the device was examined to determine the impact on readout frequency scatter
and responsivity variation. Next, the readout frequency scatter was examined in its entirety to predict the
number of collisions for a full-scale filter bank. Additionally, the mm-wave filter frequency scatter was measured
to determine the extent of overlapping channels or gaps in the spectral coverage. Finally, the limiting noise
properties of the detectors were investigated as well as the achievable NEPs. The discussion of the spectral
resolution, device loss, and total filter bank efficiency are left for a future paper.

2. TC VARIATION ACROSS THE FILTER BANK
Variation across a wafer of the critical temperature, Tc , is an important issue for TiN KIDs. Non-uniform nitrogen
concentrations in the deposition chamber during Ti sputtering cause a variation in the TiN stoichiometry, thereby
causing
a variation in Tc . A variation in Tc causes a change in the resonator readout frequency, which scales
√
as Tc . This can cause both wafer-level gradients and localized scatter in resonator readout frequencies, which
may result in readout collisions for a KID array. Furthermore, variations in Tc cause variations in responsivity,
which scale as Tc3.5 , meaning a 10% variation in Tc can cause a 40% variation in responsivity. One way this
problem can be mitigated is by reducing the Tc variation across the chip. Methods to accomplish this include
using a ring shaped nitrogen emitter, rather than a single source, while sputtering Ti (a method employed for
this device), or by using multilayer films of alternating TiN and Ti.7 Another way to reduce the effects of Tc
variation is to place resonators that are near each other in readout space also near each other in physical space
on the chip. This means that only the variation on very small scales is important for resonator frequency scatter
and the large scale variation has minimal impact. This method has also been utilized for SuperSpec.
We estimate Tc by measuring the fractional frequency shift of resonators as a function of array temperature.
Figure 2 shows the Tc variation for two recent SuperSpec filter bank devices. The first, Figure 2 (A), is the Tc
variation for a filter bank for which the antenna did not yield in fabrication, making the device effectively dark.
The mean Tc is consistent with the targeted value of 1.2 K adopted for our prototypes. The second, Figure 2
(B), is the Tc for the most recent optically active device where the Tc value was abnormally high.
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Figure 2. Tc as a function of chip position for two devices. (A) A previous device that was optically dark due to a
lithography error. (B) Most recent optically active device that had an abnormally high Tc .

We found a 2% variation in Tc over a distance of 13 mm for the 50 channel filter bank. If this trend is
extrapolated for a full 280 channel filter bank with the same 3λ/4 spacing between resonant filters, the device
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length would be 5.5 times greater. Then one might expect a 65% change in Tc across the device. However,
extrapolating these data that far is most likely unreliable and we expect the variation will be smaller. In any
case, such a large potential variation motivates decreasing the length of the filter bank on the wafer. This
can be accomplished in two ways. One option for decreasing this variation would be to wrap the feedline in
a two-dimensional pattern on the wafer, rather than using a purely linear filter bank. A second option would
be to decrease the spacing between resonators from 3λ/4 to λ/4. In this case, the overall length would only
be 1.8 times greater than the current 50 channel prototype and one would expect only a 5% variation in Tc .
A 5% variation in Tc across the filter bank will correspond to a 20% variation in responsivity. The detectors
must be sufficiently sensitive to achieve background-limited sensitivity for even those detectors with the lowest
responsivity.

3. RESONATOR FREQUENCY SCATTER
The readout frequencies of the KIDs exhibit scatter that is not entirely explained by Tc variations. Thus it is
important to examine the scatter in resonant frequency in its entirety. The total resonator readout frequency
scatter is important because each spectrometer will require hundreds of detectors. If the resonators exhibit too
much scatter from their targeted values, there will be collisions between resonators in frequency space resulting
in unusable channels lowering the effective yield. Figure 3 (A) shows the measured readout frequency versus
the designed readout frequency for the latest filter bank prototype. The measured resonator frequencies came
out a factor ∼1.25 times greater than the designed values. This is consistent with the 1.55 times increase in Tc
measured for this chip. Three diagnostic channels are shown at the lowest frequencies and the 50 spectral filter
bank channels are grouped in four banks in readout frequency space. For each of the four banks the resonators
are monotonically increasing in distance along the filter bank.
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Figure 3. (A) Designed resonator frequency versus measured resonator frequency (colored circles) with a fit (black line).
The fit is both a second order polynomial with respect to designed readout frequency and linear fit with respect to the
location of the resonator on the chip (B) Residuals of the fit after fitted function is removed.

In order to remove systematic trends with readout frequency and position on the chip so that the random
scatter can be measured, a 2nd order polynomial function with readout frequency and a linear function with
distance along the filter bank is fit simultaneously. The function is then subtracted to obtain the residuals
plotted in Figure 3 (B), which indicate a σ = 0.23% random scatter. The current devices have Qr = 104.2 , while
Qr = 105 will be targeted for the full filter bank. With the value of Qr = 105 the resonant frequency scatter
corresponds to an expected collision rate of 1.5%, for a full N=280 detector device when using one octave of
readout bandwidth, where a collision is defined as two resonators being within 5 FWHM of each other. This
is shown in blue in Figure 4. In the current filterbank design adjacent spectral channels overlap, so any given
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optical frequency is sampled by multiple channels. A loss of up to 1.5% of the channels will therefore have a
negligible effect on the spectral coverage of the full filter bank.
Systematic scalings to the resonator readout frequencies with respect to chip position and readout frequency
will also effect the number of collisions. We minimize this effect by placing nearest neighbors in readout space
nearly adjacent in physical space; for this filter bank the spacing was 1 mm on the chip. The systematic scaling
of resonator frequency with chip position corresponded to a 150 kHz shift over this same length scale. For a
future full filter bank, N = 280 detectors, using 1 octave of bandwidth the spacing would be on the order of 360
kHz. For Qr = 105 the FWHM of each resonator is 2 kHz. A 150 kHz shift between adjacent resonators will
therefore still leave these resonators well-separated, and is not expected to generate any collisions.
For the scaling with readout frequency the fit was dominated by the linear term. Considering the slope of
this linear fit, we can approximate the effect of this systematic trend on collisions. A slope greater than unity
will drive the resonator frequencies further apart, decreasing collisions and increasing the required bandwidth.
A slope that is less than unity will increase the number of collisions and decrease the required bandwidth. For
this device the slope was 1.2, increasing the required bandwidth by that factor and decreasing the number of
collisions by 1/1.2 = ∼0.8. For the previous dark device we had a slope of 0.9 which decreased the required
bandwidth by that factor and increased the collision probability by a factor of ∼1.1. SuperSpec’s resonators are
read out in the 50-250 MHz (2.25 octaves of bandwidth) range with a 500 MSamples/s readout. This means
that two full devices could be read out in two octaves of bandwidth with a single readout board leaving some
extra bandwidth in the case of a systematic scaling that increases the required bandwidth. The effect of a ±25%
systematic change in the effective bandwidth on the collision probability is shown in grey in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Collision probability for a random scatter in resonant frequencies of σ = 0.23% using one octave of readout
bandwidth. The effect of increasing or decreasing the readout bandwidth by a factor 25% is shown in grey.

4. MM-WAVE RESONATOR FREQUENCY SCATTER
For the mm-wave resonant filters minimal scatter in frequency is desired so that channels do not overlap or spread
apart, opening gaps in the spectral coverage. The mm-wave profiles were determined by scanning a coherent
source across the bandwidth of the filter bank while simultaneously reading out all of the resonators using a
CASPER-ROACH based FPGA multitone readout. A large dynamic range is required to simultaneously read
out the spectral channels (large response) and broadband channels (small response) at the front and end of the
line. In order to accomplish this a comb of tones spanning 90 kHz (10s of FWHMs) to readout each resonator
was used. That way when a resonator shifts away from one tone by more than its linewidth it can be read
out with the adjacent tone. As a result data for two sets of resonators that were within 90 kHz of each other
was not obtained and thus four filterbank channels are not shown in Figure 1 and Figure 5. To remove the
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transfer function of the system optics, the response of each spectral channel was normalized by the response of
a broadband absorber located on the microstrip line before any of the resonant filters (Figure 1). A Lorentzian
was then fit to each channel’s profile to determine the measured mm-wave spectral frequency of each channel.
A linear function is fit to these data as shown in Figure 5 (A). The center of the filter bank was shifted by
2 GHz. This means that there is a small systematic shift of the entire filter bank in mm-wave frequency space.
An implication of this is that a full filter bank will require additional channels at high and low frequencies so
that if there is a systematic shift to higher or lower filter frequencies there will still be complete coverage across
the scientific band of interest. The slope of the fit, 1.05, causes a systematic spreading of the filter channels.
However this 1.05 systematic spreading is a subdominant effect to the random scatter, shown in Figure 5 (B).
The residual scatter is 0.04% compared to the filter spacing that is 0.17%. This suggests that for an N=280
device the mm-wave frequency scatter will have a negligible affect on the spectral coverage.
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Figure 5. (A) Designed mm-wave resonant filter frequencies versus measured mm-wave resonant filter frequencies (circles)
with a fit (black line). (B) Residuals of the fit.

5. EVIDENCE FOR G-R NOISE
In Figure 6 we show noise PSDs obtained on a dark SuperSpec detector with Tc = 1.2 K, over a range of stage
temperatures. At high temperatures the noise is white and increases rapidly with temperature, as expected for
thermal G-R noise. For G-R noise we expect:
GR
Sxx
=4·

 dx 2
nqp
dfr
· τqp ·
, where dx =
V
dnqp
fr

(1)

with,
nqp = 2 · N0 ·

p
2π∆0 kB T · e−∆0 /(kB T ) + ·nqp−min

(2)

where the first term above is the density of quasiparticles due to thermal fluctuations, and the second accounts
for an excess quasiparticle population remaining at zero temperature. In Figure 6 (B) we fit the temperature
dependence of Sxx with this expression, holding τqp independent of temperature,8,9 assuming N0 = 4 · 1010
df /f 10
eV−1 µm−3 , and using Mattis-Bardeen theory to compute dn
.
A best fit is found for τqp = 8.4 µs and
qp
−3
nqp−min = 1800 µm . This value of τqp is roughly consistent with previous findings for TiN.11 Since the roll-off
in the PSD is dominated by the resonator ring-down time, there is not a more direct way to measure τqp , meaning
the accuracy of this method of measuring τqp is unable to be confirmed. However, as the trend with temperature
is well described by a reasonable τqp , we believe the detectors are G-R noise limited above T ∼ 250 mK.
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Figure 6. (A) Noise PSD as a function of array temperature. (B) The prediction of G-R noise as a function of array
temperature for several constant τqp values along with the best fit value.

At lower temperatures the noise reaches a floor in excess of the predicted thermal G-R noise. The fit described
above suggests this noise floor can be modeled as G-R noise associated with fluctuations in the quasiparticle
density that yield a minimum quasiparticle density nqp−min . The noise PSD remains white at low temperatures,
and for different detectors on the same device with different volumes we find Sxx ∼ V −1 , in both cases supporting
the G-R noise interpretation.

6. NOISE EQUIVALENT POWER
For the most recent device the responsivity was found by measuring the change in white Sxx photon noise in the
detectors as the loading of a coherent source was varied. The responsivity, R, can be extracted from the slope
of the measurement using the equation dSxx /dP = 4R2 hν.6 This is shown in Figure 7 (A). This responsivity,
R = 1.7 · 108 W−1 , along with the measured Sxx value for the most recent Tc = 1.85 K chip, produces a NEP
curve represented by the blue curve in Figure 7 (B). This responsivity is not what one would expect for a future
SuperSpec filter bank with Tc = 1.2 K. Thus in order to estimate the NEP for a Tc = 1.2 K chip, the previously
measured responsivity for a Tc = 1.15 K device, R = 9.8 · 108 W−1 ,6 is used, along with dark noise data taken
on the previous optically dark Tc = 1.2 K chip, for which the median white noise level at 100-200 Hz was
Sxx = 5 · 10−17 Hz−1 . This produces a NEP that is 7 · 10−18 WHz−0.5 which is represented by the curve shown
in green in Figure 7 (B). The fact that the responsivity for the Tc = 1.85 K chip was a factor of 5.8 times less
than the responsivity of the previous Tc = 1.15 K chip is roughly consistent with the 5.3 times decrease expected
when comparing Tc values.
The current NEP level is sufficient to do ground-based spectroscopy at R = 100 (red dashed line Figure in
7 (B)); however, further reduction is required to meet the background limit for R = 400 spectroscopy (purple
dashed line in Figure 7 (B)). In order to meet the R = 400 requirement we could further reduce the inductor
volume of the detectors.

7. CONCLUSIONS
SuperSpec is an on-chip spectrometer technology that will enable the production of small profile submm/mmwave survey spectrometers. The goal of the SuperSpec project is to produce a background-limited prototype
for either R = 100, or R = 400 ground-based spectroscopy covering the 190-310 GHz atmospheric window. A
50 channel subset of a full 280 channel filter bank has recently been fabricated and tested. The test device had
a 100% yield. The testing of this device is informing of potential design modifications to produce a full scale
background-limited filter bank chip with high effective yield.
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Figure 7. (A) Photon noise from a coherent local oscillator source as a function of loading for the most recent Tc = 1.85
K chip, yielding a responsivity of R = 1.7 · 108 W−1 (B) Typical noise PSDs for SuperSpec detectors. Blue indicates the
NEP for a Tc = 1.85 K chip and green indicates NEP for a Tc = 1.2 K chip.

Tc variation across the chip can increase the collision rate and will cause responsivity variations across the
filter bank. By switching to a λ/4 from a 3λ/4 filter spacing the Tc variation can be decreased, minimizing
collisions and capping the responsivity variation to 20%. Analysis of the scatter in resonator readout frequency
values indicates that there will only be a few collisions when scaled up to a full filter bank. The mm-wave
resonant filter frequency scatter is significantly less than the line widths of the resonant filters indicating that
for an N=280 device the mm-wave frequency scatter will have a negligible affect on the spectral coverage.
It is believed that the noise performance is currently limited by generation-recombination noise. With the current detector design, NEPs of 7 · 10−18 WHz−0.5 are expected for Tc = 1.2 K devices, achieving near backgroundlimited performance at R = 400 and already meeting the R = 100 requirement. Further improvement to NEP
can be made by decreasing the inductor volume. In conclusion, a full scale R = 100 or R = 400 backgroundlimited filter bank with high effective yield can be produced and some potential design modifications have been
established that will help achieve that goal.
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